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Students camp out
at McCaffrey Center to protest war.
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Artists' songs are
inspired by war.
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Four Pacific swimmers
are chosen for AllAmerican honors.
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Pacific takes a stance on war in Iraq
(Cover) The Stockton
community gathered to
support our troops and
to express their stance
on the war by joining
in on "Rally in the Val
ley" this past Saturday,
March 22. The proces
sion started at Burns
Tower and ended at
San Joaquin Delta Col
lege where there was
a moment of silence
taken for all those ef
fected by the war. The
rally drew close to 500
people; which included
many students and staff
of Pacific.
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3 Professors had their
o chance to speak out about
the war in the McCaffrey
J? Center on Tuesday, March
25. Numerous professors
and a few students voiced
| their perspective on the
§ war in Iraq,
jf (Left) Professor Courtney
§ Lehman made her speech
more interesting by dress
ing the part and referring
to having "mad cowboy
disease." (Far left) Many
students and faculty gath
ered to hear the different
views and expressed their
own at times with support
ive applause or disapprov
ing remarks.

.

Photos by Georgette Rodarakis

(Above left) Students protesting the war set up camp in the McCaffrey Center. Look for full story on page 7 of Perspectives. (Above right) Campers Stuart Krengel (left), Liam
ocar o an
ucera a egos, re ax as they play a game of dominos. Krengel explains, "We're out there to educate people about the war and peace and what they entail;
we re supporting the troops by trying to get them home and back to their families."

with Angel
Staff Writer

17 ethnic fighters were arrested
in Nigeria last week for threaten
ing to blow up 11 international oil
installations. In the area around the
Niger Delta there has been fight
ing for weeks that has killed many
people and hindered petroleum
production. The fights started by
the militant's leader accusing the
army of attacking a village near an
oil export. This attack was suspect
ed to be near the Chevron-Texaco
Escravos facility. Oil production has
already been cut by 350,000 barrels a
day because of the fighting. Leaders
of the group have plans to meet in
the city of Port Harcourt to discuss
further anti-government actions.
Britain is finding that the de-

mand
virus. The first time this virus was
decreased.
nce employed by noted in Asia was last month and so
rich businessmen, nannies used far it has affected over 400 people
to get benefits from cell phones to and claimed 11 lives. The virus is
gym memberships. Now that the referred to as SARS, severe acute
wealthy dot com men and finan respiratory syndrome. The virus
ciers have been watching their for consists of a fever over 100 degrees,
tunes deteriorate, nannies too are coughing, muscle aches, shortness
facing a pay cut. Nannies are also of breath, and chills. Hong Kong
experiencing competition from "Eu has been hit the worst by the virus,
ropean au pairs" and other child with a total of 222 people affected.
caretakers who are willing to work
Torrential mudslides in Colombia
more for less money. So the days of have killed an estimated 19 people.
Mary Poppins seem to be no more Heavy rains hit the country last
in Britain
week and brought more rain to the
School officials in Hong Kong state of Caldas, known for its coffee.
have told their 180 students to Four other people were drowned by
stay at home for a week due to raging waters in a canal; authori
the spread of a pneumonia that ties say they were people living in
is resistant to most treatments. So houses over the canal. There are still
far five students, a teacher, and a 20 people missing since the storm
school assistant have contracted the and dozens of houses have been

destroyed.
The new sport of Jorkyball has
finally been noticed around the
world. Developed in France ten
years ago, the sport is a mixture
of racquetball, squash, and soccer.
There are two player teams that play
in an enclosed area with synthetic
grass on the ground, Plexiglas win
dows and foam walls. The goal is to
get your ball into the other team's
goal by using the walls to shoot
and pass. People are calling the
sport a faster and funnier version of
football. Courts have been set up in
Italy, England, Spain, while Moroc
co and Mexico have been proposing
a plan to build courts as well. The
United States has one in Kentucky,
but Georgia is planning to open one
this month.
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March • • —Humanities Stage Combat/Fencing Workshop
(a) • p D m D in S o u t h w e s t
M a r c h • • — H u m a n i t i e s A f t e r D H o u r s D - D D p D m D in S o u t h w e s t
M a r c h • • — F o r u m o n I r a q • p D m D in t h e L o n g T h e a t r e
M a r c h • • — S u m m i t Film S e r i e s : F r i d a (a) • p D m D

• CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
MULTI-COLOR
SCREEN PRINTING
Convenient location...
Student discounts...
Friendly service!

M a r c h • • — W o m e n ' s L e a d e r s h i p C o n f e r e n c e ; C o n t a c t J u l i a n n S m i t h (a)
j_smithD (a)uopD edu
March • • — Ceasar Chavez Day: Take time to
remember a man who helped to secure labor rights for migrant
farm workers
M a r c h • • t o April • • —"Pacific v s D UC B e r k e l e y A r t D e a t h M a t c h "
S t u d e n t E x c h a n g e S h o w in t h e J e a n n e t t e P o w e l l A r t C e n t e r
April • —Tuesday World Forum: "What Global Village Do You Live In?" from
••

p D m D in G e o r g e W i l s o n H a l l

April D — H u m a n i t i e s A s i a n Film F e s t i v a l (a) D p D m D i n W P C D D D

Public Safety Report
March 16,2003- March 23, 2003 prepared by Jerry L. Houston
Where
Ritter House
Rudkin Way

When
Mar. 21
Mar. 21

Where
Lot #7 (behind frats)
Footbridge

When
Mar. 19
Mar. 23

Where
Off campus
Olson Hall
Grace Covell Hall

Theft
What
Wallet from room
Vehicle Stolen

Vandalism
What
Vehicle keyed
Control arms broken

Miscellaneous
When
What
Mar. 16
Student threatened via cell phone
Mar. 18
Subject found in lounge; Arrested
with outstanding warrants
Mar. 18
Intoxicated student taken to
hospital via ambulance

Did you know during tins period of time, Public Safety Officers provided 59 hours of foot
patrol, found 2 open doors, provided 11 escorts, assisted 12 stranded motorists and interviewed
15 suspicious persons.
If you have any questions about the information provided in this report, you are encouraged to
contact ferry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or extension 6-2537from
a campus phone. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstance or person.

We, the Ladieo of Kappa Alpha Theta,
would like to congratulate the girb of
Spring '03for their initiation into Theta
which war held on March 7, 2003. We are
ecstatic and very proud of all of you.
Leila Andrew.)
Stacy Aronson
Lioa Bixler
Achley Bradberry
Courtney Cooke
Erin Daly
Chelsea Davidson
Jaquelyn Evans
Tara Fitzpatrick
Vanessa Forero Puerta
April Foster

Erin Froke
Amy Gamble
Monica Giottonini
Megan Moodie
Angela Richards
Kara Sennett
Allison Shasky
Kelly Stringer
Natalie Torres
Gina Tashjian
Dana Walsh

Apply now to work
at The Pacifican.
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising Representatives
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Assistant News Editor
StaffWriters
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Career fair to help pave road to success
CRC helpo
map out
your future.
By Kathy Cruz-Rodriquez
Guest Writer

The
Career
Resource
Center (CRC), a division of
Student Life, in partnership
with Benerd School of Edu
cation, College of the Pacific,
Eberhardt School of Busi
ness, School of Engineering
and Computer Science and
School of International Stud
ies, presents Pacific Spring

Career Faire 2003, Tuesday,
April 8, from 11:30 a.m. to 4:
30 p.m.
This event will offer op
portunities to meet represen
tatives from a vast array of
companies, who will be on
hand to offer full-time, parttime and internship opportu
nities for Pacific students and
alumni.
Representatives
from
graduate schools will also be
available to share informa
tion about their programs.
The event will be held at
various locations based on
major, a format designed to
increase employer visibility
and access to students.
Reflecting upon the fall

career event that was at
tended by approximately 400
students, of which 59 percent
were underclassmen seeking
career and internship oppor
tunities.
John P. Carvana, Career
Resource Center Director,
commented, "The spring
faire promises to be an excit
ing event matching Pacific
students and alumni with
employment and intern
ship opportunities. Jobs are
still available in this tight
economy, especially for those
who are serious about their
career."
The theme of the Spring
Faire is an inspiring spin-off
of The OZ Principle, a book on

organizational development,
co-authored by Roger Con
nors, Tom Smith and Craig
Hickman.
The leadership theme pro
moted in the The OZ Principle
was adopted by Pacific's Ca
reer Resource Center as part
of their staff development
and award process.
The "OZ Principle" fos
ters success through both
individual and joint account
ability.
Get on the road to suc
cess that begins with the
Career Resource Center.
Follow "Dorothy & Toto,"
"Scarecrow," "Tin Man" and
"Lion," as they lead you
down a successful career

path, the CRC will assist yon
with resume critiques, careerassessments, mock inter
views, internships, part-time
jobs, full-time jobs, on-line
job searches through "eRecruiting" and much more!
Allow the CRC to help you
prepare for the Spring Ca
reer Faire. Mark down these
dates:
"Resume Review Day &
Career Faire Prep," Tuesday,
April 1, 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.
For more information, call
946-2361, or visit the Career
Resource Center in Hand Hall,
1st floor.

The STRIPES: Students aiding Public Safety
By Tora Cuslidqe

an attempt to curb late night
problems, discourage wan
derers from becoming nui
sances and provide escorts
for students.
"They are the new eyes
and ears of public safety,"
said Cynthia Parrish, student
coordinator for STRIPES.
The group has been officially
operating since the end of
August.
The program is the brain
child of public safety and the
associated student body. Be
fore the end of last summer
the housing department and

the administrative staff ap from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m. with
proved the written proposal, the patrollers working two or
Parrish said.
four hour shifts. Though the
Pacific students have a
These extra bodies are group is not limited to any
new ally in the ongoing
not only aiding the student specific place on campus,
quest for campus security.
population, but also alleviat freshman Chris Eakland said
In addition to the already
ing the responsibilities of real the library is usually a late
present public safety officers,
officers.
night hot spot for escorts.
18 students have joined the
"The public safety officers Eakland has been a STRIPE
ranks promising to protect
are finding they can control since last semester.
and serve.
the campus and are not
"When we first started
Student Trained Resources
spreading their resources as people would think we stole
for Interior Patrol and
thin," Parrish said. "It's just a golf cart," Eakland said.
Escorts, known more spe
an extra presence and I think "Now more and more people
cifically as STRIPES, is a new
it is a huge deterrence."
are realizing they can get a
program that began last sum
The patrol runs Thursday ride."
mer in
through Saturday nights
Escorts range from a ride to
the dining hall, to trips across
the Brookside walk bridges.
99
This
is not all the STRIPES
Against War
do, however. Freshman Da
vid Fisher said the main in
tention is to make people feel
safer. So far, Fisher said this
has been accomplished.
Fisher has not been able to
work as much this semester
as last, but said Pacific stu
dents should definitely feel
more protected now than
before.
"I think it is a very useful
program that facilitates the
actually officers and allows
them to do other things,"
Fisher
said. "It helps because
Courtesy of Associated Press
there are now more eyes out
Senior Scoff Haliigan (El Chupacaera), alum Wes Oswald
there."
(Scheize Taschenkunst) senior Jen Goon (Cupcake), and Marco
Alarcon (Shawstank) of Pacific Sfudent Life pose together as
Parrish said the new pro
"Costumes Against War." The group formed in Tuscon, Arizona
gram has been very success
during Spring Break 2003. Since their formation, C.A.W. has
ful in the year to date. She is
had an interview published in the University of Arizona's student
hoping the trend will follow
newspaper. The Arizona Daily Wildcat and has made appear
through unto next semester.
ances in various restaurants and bars.
Currently
the organization
i. mil i ii
is taking application for
Staff Writer

"Costumes

the summer intersession.
STRIPES are paid $7.45 an
hour and work well into the
night getting students back
to their resident halls.
"The program is absolutely
here to stay," Parrish said.
Applications can be picked
up on the dispatcher desk at
public safety, or interested
students can inquire with
Parrish. There is an interview
process as well with Parrish
and the presiding officer in
public safety.
All students can apply,
but Parrish said the group
would benefit most from
sophomores and juniors, so
they can train for the coming
years. This is the STRIPES
first year at Pacific, but Par
rish said similar programs
already exist at University
of California and California
State University campuses.
The formation of STRIPES
came after a noticeable
amount of night incidents on
campus last year.
"They look for anything
that is not right on campus,"
Parrish said.
Neither Fisher nor Eakland
have had any threatening
occurrences from outsiders
since they began working. So
far the program has had little
problems, which means the
extra help is improving the
campus environment.
"It gives more security,"
Fisher said. "I think more
people are getting to know
about it by word of mouth."
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A new Pacificat is here serve your needs
Pacific's online catalog, Pacifi
Cat, just experienced a change as
the Library migrated to another
system on March 19. This new
and improved PacifiCat will allow
you to search for materials as you
have in the past, and it will also
offer a number of enhanced fea
tures. PacifiCat will be gradually
enhanced with these features over
the next several months, and by
Fall semester Pacific faculty, staff

and students will have access to
an integrated search portal.
Features available since March
19 include searching with more
options than on the current Pacifi
Cat, receiving automatic alerts for
new materials that match search
strategies you save and e-mailing PacifiCat records to yourself
or others.
Coming attractions this fall
will include the ability to track

Black Alumni Club
to boost diversity
SvTeri Moore
Guest Writer
Over 100 organizations
ind clubs have been created
at Pacific. The most recent
addition is the Black Alumni
dub. The club is off to a great
:art with its distinguished
committee and plans to
implement the goals that will
aenefit all Pacific students.
One of the goals of the club
nentioned by John T. Carvana, director of the Career and
Resource Center, is to "atract more Black students to
Pacific by building stronger
des in the Black community."
To achieve this goal, fire
committee is trying to plan
2 mentor program and schol
arship program to help Black
students at all levels.
John T. Carvana said,
There are many local alum
ni who can serve as positive
role models and mentors
jio all students. The Black
Alumni Club can generate
connections at the middle
diool and high school level,
encouraging a greater enroll
ment of Black Students."
The Black Alumni Club
eatures committee memoers, John T. Carvana, Career
end Resource Center direcJT, Dr. Heather Knight, Asstant Provost, Bill Coem,
director of Parents Alumni,
)r. Maime Darlington, Chair
f the Black Studies Depart
ment and Dr. Keith Hilton,
-.ssistant Professors of the
lommunications
Departnent.

All the committee mem
bers have a common goal.
"[There] needs to be more
stable ongoing connections
between this institution
and the surrounding Black
community," said John T.
Carvana.
The Black Alumni Club
offers a way for alumni to
get involved in helping out
file school. Pacific tries to
maintain connections with
the alumni population, so
many different programs like
this can get started.
Vice President of African
American Student Union Katrina Donahue said, "I would
get involved in something
like this. Admission doesn't
really outreach as much as
they should. I think it is a
great tool to get more Afri
can-Americans on campus."
Junior Melissa Handal
said, "That's great. More
blacks on campus will bring
more diversity and increase
the interaction on campus in
a positive way."
The Black Alumni Club is
a wonderful opportunity for
Pacific to reach out to differ
ent students in the commu
nity and bring in greater di
versity on campus. With the
diverse committee members
and intensive goals, students
should begin to see positive
changes among the campus
in the near future.
For
more
information
on the Black Alumni Club
contact John Carvana at
J_Carvana@uop.edu.

the status of your ILL requests, instructional sessions on how to
limit a search to materials in spe use the new PacifiCat. To sched
cific collections such as Music/AV, ule one, please call the Reference
Special Collections, and Health desk at 946-2433. A library faculty
Sciences and Chemistry Branch, member will be pleased to show
Review your past checkout ac you the basics of the web page
tivities, including books you have and a few pointers on effective
borrowed, customize your list of searching. Please e-mail any li
the Library's electronic resources brary faculty member with com
and journals for efficient search ments or suggestions.
ing and accessing.
The Library is offering brief

I

Forum on Iraq
A Dialogue Considering Questions Such As:
* What does this mean for the role of the United States in the world?
* What is the likely impact of the war on the Middle East?
* What is the future of the United Nations and other international institutions?
* What is the likely impact on the United States?

...
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Please join us for this important conversation with Professor Jerry Hewitt and
other members of our community.
Thursday, March 27, 2003 from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the Long Theater
Thursday April 3,2003 from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall

^PACIFICAN

A professor's protest shocks community
An interview with a Pacific profeccor who id ricking it ait
By Aditva S. Puor

for comfort. U.N. approval
would definitely have been
forthcoming if this was a just
Dr. Lorraine Cindy Krysac, w®r'
associate professor of phys
What the protest consists
ics at the College of the of:
Pacific has recently initiated
"I took a day off work,
a personal protest move for personal reasons, [which
ment against the war on is] not an unusual occurIraq. In a frank and pleasant rence for faculty and loudly
conversation, Krysac nar declared these reasons. The
rated the following views- more effective part of my
on the reasons for the pro protest is to not do any un
test:
paid volunteer work for the
"Students have been com Pacific. Pacific is not a char
ing into my office, full of ity opposing
the war and I
_ _
.
anxiety and tension, feeling would rather spend my [free]
that they had to whisper op- time opposing 1-1the war.
position to the war. This isn't
Keep in mind, that there
the way things are done in a are faculty members who do
democracy. There should be no volunteer work at all for
a cacophony of views! The Pacific. I maintain an email
U.S. has gone from being the student group opposed to
representative of freedom of the war. Rather than sitting
speech and freedom of con around and feeling anxious
gregation, to a country that is [people] could speak out
full of people chanting 'We're against the war."
the best country in the world,'
The results so far:
while people's rights are be
"The effect has been fabu
ing degraded. The [Terror] lous, students have sent me
Alert that's been sounded is e-mails supporting [this]. I
degrading people's rights. have received three days of
I am a Canadian. I grew up non-stop e-mails from stu
believing the U.S. was heroic, dents, faculty and strangers.
Instead, I see a society living There is a lot of emotional
in fear. People have stopped support from students. Peo
caring and looking for truth. ple have told me that what
[They've] sacrificed their I've done is 'brave.' But
liberties and those of others what I want to know is why
do you have to be brave in
_
•
j
Staff Writer

speaking out?"
On adverse reactions to
the protest:
"If you're going to try and
change something, there's
always going to be someone
who says 'I agree with what
you're doing but not the way
you're doing it.' People will
get really upset at you, but
usually the loudest protest
comes from people who feel
they haven't done enough
themselves. A lot of people
have disagreed with the
11
method of 1my
protest,
oq but
ULii
there is a war going on and
j
....
Y
"
1 am willing to be passionate
about [opposing] it. I've been
accused of causing 'stress' in
the physics department; But
repercussions of war include
stress! It's not and should
not be 'comfortable' to have
a war. It has been implied
by the administration that I
may not get tenure, and there
will be "ramifications" to my
actions. Early on you get a
lot of emotional reactions.
Eventually it all dies down
and you see what really happened."
The philosophy behind
protests:
"I have been involved in
protest movements [in the
past]. Someone has to go out
in the extreme to achieve a
'snapback'
effect. Someone
r"
j

Photo by Georgette Rodarala's

Pacific professor Courtney Lehman joined other faculty members in
speaking out against the war Tuesday at the McCaffrey Center.

goes really far out into the
extreme [point of view] and
people can get really
, upset,
r---,
but people who are scared
of saying anything will feel
like they don't have to keep
quiet. One [for people to]
relieve tension is making
really bad jokes [about the
situation]. Another is having
an open discussion. [People]
are shocked by my method,
because it is not 'conserva
tive.' But maybe we will
see more students willing
to speak up about the war. I
aim to take away the inhibi
tions of the people who hold
these
views.
uiese views.

I [had] opposed people
smoking in the buildings in
the University of Toronto. I
was called a "terrorist," and
I was told I was infringing
on people's rights. The same
thing is happening now. The
words I speak make people
uncomfortable, and so they
assume there must be a terrorist at work somewhere.
But the end result was that
we won!"
Dr. Krysac's email protest/
discussion group is available
at Krysac@artemis.cop.uop
.edu.
Anyone is welcome to
join.

Bush s postwar dealings with Saddam Hussein

Bv Teresa Srhmir
By
Schnur
Cuest Writer

"The expectation is to kill
him within days. It's what
Delta has been training
24/7 to do." As USA Today
reports, this is the main goal
of America's war
Iraq
-„against
0
n
according to a senior Pentagon official. Of course, killmg Saddam Hussein is not
the official version of the U.S.
objective, but that is what the
campaign will add up to. The
chances of Saddam actually
surviving this war are slim
to none.
But what if he does? What

1iff flio
Tnifnc] States
Cfol-rtn
the TUnited

*
wins i_1_
this
war and captures Saddam
Hussein? There can be no
doubt that this criminal dic
tator and violator of human
rights should be tried. The
question is where?
Since the United States
will be the ones to bring
him down, the first option
is to put him on trial before
a United States court. However, I believe that this would
be the wrong way. If the winning party is to judge over
their own opponent, how
likely is it that this trial will
be fairly judged?
There has been a case like

<1 • '

i

r

i

<•

this before, when the Al
lied Powers of World War II
established the Nuremberg
Tribunal to try Nazi war
criminals.
Although necessary and
legitimate, those trials held
by the victorious countries
were somewhat partial and
not always fair,
As David Krieger, president of the Nuclear Avp
"
- -based 8in
Peace Foundation
Santa Barbara, put it: "At
Nuremberg, justice was im
perfectly done."
Nevertheless, those trials

SADDAM see page 9

i———

If Saddam is tried in an American courtroom..
Quiet, Mr. Hussein!
This is my courtroom and
I decide who talks when'

kludge

Cartoon by Martin Crownover
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Military action in Iraq is long overdue
After diplomacy failo military action ic nececcary
jy Sarah Averill
Staff Writer

America is at war. After
months of debating, discusjn and failed diplomacy,
ar country has sent our
ops into Iraq in an attempt
oust Saddam Hussein from
on er. While I wish that war
uld have been avoided, I
innot help but think, "What
ook us so long?"
The first Gulf War ended
ith Hussein's promise
ever to acquire weapons of
ass destruction. For the
ast twelve years, Hussein
as been in direct defiance

with the United Nations, as
he kicked out initial weapons
inspectors and continued his
acquisition of weapons of
mass destruction.
In November, United Na
tion weapons inspectors
returned to Iraq, with the
permission of Hussein, and
found evidence that he did
indeed posses weapons of
mass destruction. When the
United Nations issued a
resolution that Hussein get
rid of the materials and dis
continue building weapons
of mass destruction; he did
not keep his promise.
Numerous
resolutions
were passed and numer

Despite the cruelty of war, I will
continue to support my country in
the actions we take abroadk

ous deadlines were set for
Hussein to comply with the
orders from the United Na
tions to disarm immediately,
yet he did not. In each case,
the United Nations did not
follow through and punish
Hussein for his noncompli
ance with the resolutions. In
stead, he was given deadline
after deadline to disarm.
By continuing to extend
the deadlines they had set,
the United Nations gave Sad
dam no reason to believe that
he would ever be held to the
resolutions, or that he would
be punished for not comply
ing. The power and author
ity of the United Nations
was undermined by their
inaction. Because of this, I
applaud the United States
for finally taking action and
holding Hussein responsible

both for his vio
lations of the
United Nations
resolutions and
also for the
human rights
violations he
is responsible
for in his own
country.
While I agree
that war is a
horrible thing,
I also think that
it is a necessary.
I hope with all Royal Marines after taking the Al Faw Peninsula.
my heart that
take abroad. In the words
this war is over
soon; I pray for the men and of John Stuart Mill, "War is
women overseas who are de an ugly thing, but it is not
fending our nation while we the ugliest of things. The
decayed and degraded state
wait for their return.
Despite the cruelty of war, of moral and patriotic feeling
I will continue to support my that nothing is worth war is
country in the actions we much worse."

Students begin campout after war breaks out
Students protect war in MeCaffery Center
ly Stuort Krenoel
hoto Editor

On Wednesday, March 19
ar broke out in the country
r Iraq. Many people were
outraged at this atrocity and
iecided to get out and get acive to protest the War. Hunireds were arrested in San
rancisco and many more all
ver the nation.
Myself and a group of my
bends, headed up by Lucera
lallegos and Robert Amel
ias, with the same views as
lose being arrested in San
:rancisco, decided that the
.ay we would show our
pposition to the war would
x by "camping for peace" in
he McCaffrey Center.
Many people offered us
neir views of what they
nought of our peaceful proest. Many called us unpatriric and against our troops,
pome asked, why we were
en out there in the first
dace? "The war is going on
snd YOU are not going to
top it?
With all of this said, we
ould like to thoroughly
.plain our actions. Patrio

tism can be determined by religious leaders. We were
If there is anybody out munity, teachers, students,
supporting peace, just as met on Pacific Avenue with there who agrees or disagrees club organizations, the din
much as supporting war. a large body of support, but or who is unsure about the ing services and others who
We are proud to exercise the we were also met with some war, we would enjoy your have helped. I will speak
American privilege to voice angry opposition. We were questions and comments. for all of us by saying that
our opinions and encourage told to "keep marching," that We are here to learn as well, with your help this has been
democracy. We also support we had "10,000 miles to go, " and would appreciate any beneficial and life chang
our troops, and believe that back to Iraq that is. We were input or involvement.
ing. Peace is possible in our
bringing them home out of called vulgar names and
Again we appreciate all world we just have to work
harms way is the best way to many other unintelligible the support that we have re for it.
support them.
comments.
ceived from the Pacific com
This war has not been thor
oughly explained or justified
to us, therefore we maintain
that diplomacy should be
fully utilized before we put
our young men and women
in harms way. Our efforts
are primarily focused on
educating ourselves and oth
ers about the war. We hope
to achieve this by open dia
logue and data from diverse
sources.
The city-wide march on
Saturday that was attended
by approximately 500 offered
multiple sources of informa
tion from both the Pro-war
and Anti-war view points.
Many
different
people
gathered: men, women, the
young and the old, veterans,
those with loved ones across
Photo by Stuart Kregel
seas, professors, students and Juniors Liam Bocardo (left), Stuart Krengel, and Robert Arneljos "camping for peace".
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Fun is not limited for the kids anymore

By Shane Cipris

into my second childhood,
I would not worry about it.
Kind of like a tree-fallingin-the-forest concept, you
know? As in, "If I make a
fool of myself in the park and
no one is around to see it, did
it really happen?" Well, for
the sake of my plausible de
nial, I could always pretend
that it never happened.
With my bum hip, I was
not about to tackle the jungle
gym and risk the possibility
of falling off and causing the
entire lower half of my body
to crumble into dust. So I
settled on one of the swings
and rocked back and forth
gingerly, feeling faintly ri
diculous. Yes, even in an
abandoned park after dark,
I felt mildly self-conscious
as I started to sway back and
forth.
However, once I deter
mined that the swinging
motion was not murdering
my hip, I gradually started
swinging faster and faster.
And pretty soon, I found
myself completely caught
up in the rush and pure joy
of swooping back and forth,
energetically kicking my
legs out on the front swing
and tucking my legs under
my butt on the back swing,

Staff Writer

exhorting myself to evergreater heights.
I leaned my head way
back and gasped as the up
side-down ground rusheci
past my face at what seemed
to be a fantastic speed and
thrilled when I looked down
at the ground on the apex:
of my back swing, feeling
like a bungee jumper about
to take the plunge. It was
exhilarating, and something
I had not felt in a long time. I
spent a half-hour in the park
alternating between gentle
and vigorous swinging, and
when I went to sleep that
night, I dreamt about flying.
You know how people talk
of middle aged men having
a so-called "midlife crisis"?
This refers to when a man
will reach a certain age and
try to recapture the glory
days of his youth, when
they were around our age.
If I ever, God forbid, have a
midlife crisis, I hope I will
remember when the real fun
was. Why stop at age 18 or
20? You will recognize me
in my midlife crisis. I will
be the 45-year old man on
the playground swings and
I will not care who sees me.
No, it will not be pretty. But
at least I will be having fun.

Letter to the Editor
Inaccuracy reported about admiooLono

Photo by Georgette Rodarakis

Stockton residents show their support for peace at the anti-war
protest at Delta College last Saturday.

I am writing in response
to the inaccuracy of the last
"Alex's Angle" column. I
feel that it is the intrinsic
duty of a journalist, wheth
er reporter or analyst, to be
precise, and above all else
accurate in reporting the
facts of an issue. After do
ing so the journalist is free
to make any logical conclu
sions.
While being rich in
analysis, Alex's article fails
miserably in reporting the
underlying truth of the
matter. A large portion of
her argument in support
of the University of Michi
gan's admittance policy re
lies upon her assertion that
most of us do not realize

the
'underrepresented'
does not apply solely to
Blacks, Hispanics, or to any
one ethnic group. Whites
can also earn the same 20
points. Economically disad
vantaged whites, or whites
that attend predominately
non-white schools would
also be considered underrepresented." The truth is
that 20 points are possible
only for members of underrepresented minorities, i.e.
Blacks and Hispanics (this
does not include Asians or
Whites). There are 6 points
available if the applicant
resides in an underrepre
sented Michigan county, up
to 20 points if there is a so
cio-economic disadvantage

and 12 points if the SAT
score ranges from 1360 to
1600. Therefore, Michael
Jordan or Jessie Jackson's
children would receive
the same points as a white
child raised in foster homes
in the Detroit inner city.
As this example dem
onstrates race alone repre
sents an inflated percentage
of applicants overall score,
this is the reason behind the
administrations challenge
of the admittance policy.
In closing, please consider
doing some research before
publishing your next arti
cle; in doing so, your argu
ment may actually achieve
some degree of credibility.
Daniel Ainslee

1 A.C-.
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;t only helped to deal with
-• atrocities of World War
but they were virtually
-e first step to something
;ger; namely, the creation
an international organizam that prosecutes crimes
ainst humanity.
Two weeks ago, the goal
as finally reached. After
crtporary ad hoc tribunals
cd been set up by the UnitNations for Serbian dictaSlobodan Milosevic and
war crimes connected to
genocide in Rwanda, an
•ependent International
iminal Court (ICC) in the
ague was formally inauguon March 11 and is curnfly rolling up its sleeves.
dam Hussein should be
J first candidate before this
-t.
Unfortunately, the United
tes does not approve of
ICC's jurisdiction. While
Clinton government
crucially involved in
establishment, President
ge W. Bush virtually
;gned the treaty in March
Bush has good reasons:
cuess it would not be easy
the "world police" to

explain, for example, U.S.
treatment of A1 Qaeda and
Taliban suspects in Camp
X-Ray in Cuba's Guatanamo
Bay.
However,
prosecuting
Saddam Hussein, Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz
and the rest of Iraq's terrorist
regime before the Interna
tional Criminal Court would
be the best solution.
First, it would ensure a fair
trial for the Iraqi suspects.
Second, it would help to re
pair the seriously damaged
bond between the United
States and its former allies,
especially in Europe, who
opposed America's decision
to go to war without UN ap
proval.
After disregarding in
ternational concerns and
launching the attack singlehandedly, it would be a wise
step not to bag Saddam but
to leave the prey to interna
tional jurisdiction.
The international com
munity would be happy and
America's reputation abroad
would receive a little boost
as well.

#| #

Too much separation?
By Brittany LoMny
Guest Writer

Is there really a separation
between church and state, do
most teachers and students
really follow that law?
In recent times, there has
been a debate here in Cali
fornia on what exactly the re
strictions should be separat
ing church and state. More
specifically, some believe
that even saying the Pledge
of Allegiance is going too far.
Recently a ruling has been
placed on the banning of
reciting the Pledge of Alle
giance in schools. Some feel
that by reciting the Pledge in
schools in putting religious
pressure on students.
President Bush, as well
as an anonymous freshman
here at Pacific, feel that ban
ning the Pledge of Allegiance
is ridiculous. One Pacific
student said, "It is banned
simply for it's 'under god'
statement, a very simple yet
apparently unconstitutional
phrase, doesn't it represent
more then just that, why
can't Americans look further*

into it?"
Will
the
court system
continue this
pattern and ban the singing
of "God Bless America" as
well?
Should lawmakers stop
paying so much of their at
tention of smaller less hurt
ful issues such as this when
more harmful instances are
occurring?
Recently, at a local high
school, five outraged stu
dents walked out of their
psychology class when their
teacher went too far. She
put down their religion with
untrue information saying it
was a cult and that all mem
bers
are brainwashed.
uhs die
uramwasnea.
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Immediately the stu
dents walked out of the
classroom outraged and
later that day the par
ents complained to
school authorities.
When the parents
of the students had
a meeting with the
school administra
tors and the par
ticular teacher,
nothing was ac
complished not
even an apol
ogy, so the par
ents have decided to make a
formal complaint.
A parent of one of the
students at the high school
said, "The way the teacher
acted is completely outra
geous. School should be a
place that one feels safe, not
a place where one feels taken
advantage of."
So, where should the line
be drawn? The way that par
ticular teacher acted is defi
nitely not okay, but is simply
saluting our country's flag
by saying the Pledge of Al
legiance completely ridicu
lous?

he military's shameful crime against women
pe and a,ioault in the military mirror otereotypeo in oar oocietu

[jsqi Hnffmnn
Hoffman
'St
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5ex crimes against women
:m to be steeped in war
lory, which is a part of evculture and society. There
numerous historical reof women and children
raped and abused by
• conquerors,
iexual assaults against
men were a method used
dissolve the community
of the enemy as well as
demoralize them,
i contemporary society,
y sexual abuse experts
feminists contend that
is a weapon used by
to keep women subjuRape seems to occur
re frequently in societies
-re there is a high inci• of gender segregation.
U.S. has been classias a rape-prone society,
ig to a variety of
-report surveys. It has

highest rape rate, most of

them acquaintance rape, of
any industrialized country.
The U.S. culture perpetuates masculine and feminine
stereotypes, which assume
that men are naturally more
sexually aggressive and assertive than women.
These stereotypes feed
sex myths, such as "she was
asking for it," which puts
the blame for sexual assault
on the victim. This bogus
myth suggests that because
a woman was dressed pro
vocatively or was flirtatious,
she deserved to be sexually
assaulted.
These myths and stereo
types prevent many women
from reporting that they
have been sexually assaulted.
This is often due to shame
and embarrassment that the
woman feels as a result of the
crime.
The support that these
women need is sorely lack
ing in our society, and this

is exemplified in the U.S.

the military.
The study involved more
than 500 female veterans selected from women's health
care registries in the U.S.
Department of Veteran Affairs. 79 percent experienced
sexual harassment during
the military service and 30
percent reported an attempted rape or completed rape.
•Jhese numbers prove
that sexual violence against
women in the military is
still as relevant a problem
as it was when women were
first allowed to enlist during
World War I.
The findings also suggest
government's military.
The military's policy of that most sexual assaults
"don't tell" has made it dif remain unreported because
ficult
xivliu for women
vvuiiitn m
in the
uie miliinm- military women fear repris .£ u y come '
tary to successfully prosecute
forward1
their offenders. According to
Women in the military are
a study found in the Ameri cautioned by older female
can Journal of Industrial Medi cadets not to report incidents
cine in March of 2003, rape of sexual assault. Sharon
and sexual assault are still Fullilove exposed the Air
a big problem for women in Force's mistreatment of her
in a recent Time article: "We

he U.S. culture
perpetrates
masculine and
feminine stereo
types, which as
sume that men
are naturally
more sexually
aggressive and
assertive
than women|«|

were told if you want to stay
at the academy, don't report
it." Fullilove attended Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
The system did not protect
Fullilove, who was dishonorably discharged from the
academy after her grades
began suffering as a result of
a rape.
She reported the rape a
few months after it happened, but to no avail, it
became another one of those
"he said/she said" cases,
Despite measures to investigate rape cases more
intensely and prosecute the
offenders within the military,
the Air Force has acknowledged that most sexual abuse
cases go unreported.
Only 54 cases of sexual
assaults have been reported
at the academy in the past
10 years, as admitted by Air
Force leaders.

Letter to the Editor: Sick and tired
I am personally sick and because of their oil. This is supporting countries were
tired of all you misinformed, clearly not true. If it was once under leadership who
no blood for oil," "leave Iraq true, don't you think that it abused and mistreated their
alone,"
hippie-wannabe's would be much easier to take people. These supporting
I sic]. You're protesting for over...say Canada? Eh?
citizens know what it is like
things and fighting against
Another
misconception to go through years and
an issue that you do not fully of this war with Iraq is that years of torture to one day
understand. You're driving we want to "take over" the be liberated. They under
around in your 2003 VW country. We are powerful stand that sacrifices must be
Bug with an anti-war sticker enough to do it, so why not? made in order to obtain that
on the bumper listening to Hey, when we're done, we freedom. They agree that it is
songs from the Forrest Gump can take over the entire Mid worth the sacrifice of money,
soundtrack. If you would dle East and force them to do supplies, and even human
just take the time to listen to things our way. And, why life for a country to live by
the real causes of our actions, stop there? Heck, let's just their own will. Many of
you might see that your be take over the entire world! these countries have not only
liefs could be coming from a (Alright, that might be a
said that they support us, but
bandwagon of peace.
little too much, but you see have opened their air, land,
Some people say that we where I'm going with this.)
and water space as well as
are going to war with Iraq The United States does not
supplied man-power. They
for their oil. This would want to take over Iraq. We
are willing to help us, to fight
lower gas prices and we don't even want them to do with us.
could all drive to class at a things "our way" once the
Protesting the war is your
reasonable price per gallon war is over. Iraq has endured
right. You have the right to
instead of walking the whole countless years of poor lead
assemble as a group peace
.3 miles across campus to our ership, hardships, and suf
ably and express your free
classes. Did you know that, fering. Their leadership and
dom of speech. However,
according to the U.S. Energy way of government has taken
your marching in the streets,
Information Administration, away all of the power from
carrying signs, and singing
in 2002 the U.S. consumed the people and put it in the
songs won't bring back our
an average of 19.7 million hands of a handful of selfish,
brothers and sisters in Mid
barrels of oil per day? Forty- egotistical leaders, including
dle East. Protesting the war
two percent of that oil came Saddam Hussein.
will not stop it. It has already
from our own land! Our
As you may or may not begun. In the early stages of
country is providing nearly know, there are approxi
this decision, if people got
half of our own oil. Canada mately 30 countries that
together and protested, they
supplied 9.8 percent of last openly support the United
might have had an influence
year's oil, Saudi Arabia 7.8 States' decision to go to war
on the decision. Now, the
percent, Mexico 7.7 percent, with Iraq. Plus, another 15
decision has already been
Venezuela 7.3 percent, Ni countries that support us
made. It has begun. The
geria 3 percent, Britain 2.5 but choose to go unnamed.
only thing that protesting
percent, and Iraq a measly Many of the now 45-someis doing now is tearing our
2.3 percent! The remaining odd countries that are sup
country apart. We are at war.
17.7 percent of our oil con porting the United States'
We need to stick together and
sumed in 2002 came from decision to go to war with
support our troops, pray for
extremely small percentages Iraq were once in a very
a safe return, and stand by
from various other countries similar situation as the Iraqi
our President and our coun
combined. People say that people were just a few weeks
try! God Bless the USA!
we are "taking over" Iraq ago. The citizens of manv
— T.aurip Kidde

Nearly 500 people in the Stockton community marched for peace on Saturday at the ''Ra^i^thTvalley9''
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Rallying against the
governmentnot the troopv
By Alexandra Wagner

Perspectives Editor

As a passionate and active opponent of the war in Iraq,
I feel it is necessary to clarify the motives for my strong
sentiments. I have repeatedly been asked the same ques
tion signaling to me that most people misunderstand not
only the intentions of the protestors of this war, but also
the implications surrounding this issue.
"Why don't you support our troops? They're fighting
for our freedom," I have been asked by several people.
To my surprise, it seems many people have completely
missed the objective of the anti-war movement. I have
no negative feelings toward the American men and
women fighting in Iraq. I wish them no more harm than
I do anyone; I am not against the troops on either side.
As a protestor, however, I am against our government's
decision to engage in a unilateral pre-emptive attack.
This question not only implies a misunderstanding of
protestors' motives, but also about people's knowledge
of our freedom. Since the Bush administration has come
into power, the freedom of American's has diminished.
Women have lost the freedom to receive a partial-birth
abortion, a medical procedure conducted only to protect
their health, and all Americans have lost their freedom
to privacy when the appeals court upheld the wiretap
provisions of the U.S.A. Patriot Act.
The other question I have frequently been asked,
which also confirms my suspicions that many people do
not understand the meaning of the anti-war movement
is: "Do you really think your protesting is going to bring
an end to the war?" No, I do not think by simply protest
ing our government is going to immediately end the war
and send our troops home. The peace movement may
not directly end the war, but I do believe it can change
society.
When George W. Bush was running for president,
he promised to practice "humble foreign policy." I am
protesting to hold President Bush to that promise. I am
also protesting to voice my uneasiness over the direction
of foreign policy in this country. America is increasingly
becoming dependent on oil and other wasteful luxuries.
We are falling behind the rest of the world in our failures
to commit to help save the environment and create a
stronger international government.
It is not only dangerous for people to misunderstand
the meaning of the peace movement, but also to ignore
it. The anti-war protests are symbolic of the national
mood and the more the government overlooks their
significance, the larger the gap will grow between the or
dinary people of this country and the elected elite. More
importantly, if we allow our government to continue on
this wasteful path, we will lose the respect of the rest of
the world.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower once said, "Evei7 gun that is made, every warship launched, every
rocket fired, is in a final sense, a theft from those who
hunger and are not fed, from those who are cold and
not clothed." The war in Iraq is not freeing us from the
threat of terror, it is enslaving us to machinery.
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Chicago sweeps Academy Awards
By Taro Reinhardt

Staff Writer

Despite the war, The 75th
Academy Awards
went on without a hitch on
March 23. The red carpet
was cut and some artist
calling to cancel definitely
affected the show. De
spite these inconveniences
Chicago ran away with six
statuettes and was the clear
favorite this year.
Chicago won its nomina
tion for Best Picture even
though it was up against
Gangs of New York, The
Hours, The Lord of the Rings:
The Two Towers, and The
Pianist.
Eminem won his first
Oscar for the song Lose
Yourself
The Pianist's Adrien Brody suprisingly won best
actor. And more supris
ingly engaged Halle Berry,
who presented the award
for best actor, in a steamy
Annual

celebration kiss.
There were a few anti
war speeches. One jaw
dropper was delivered by
Michael Moore when he
won Best Documentary
for Bowling for Columbine.
His words were nearly
drowned in the sea of boos
and the sounds of the or
chestra. Other than that
other opinions were kept
simple and tasteful. Susan
Sarandon just flashed the
peace sign on her way to
honor Oscar winners that
have passed away.
The Oscars recived the
lowest ratings since they
started counting in 1974. A
mere 33.1 million watched
the show last night. That
is a big difference than the
41.8 million viewers last
year.
For those of you that
missed the show here is a
complete list of the win
ners for each category.

ACTOR IN A LEADING
ROLE: Adrien Brody, The
Pianist
ACTOR IN A SUPPORT
ING ROLE: Chris Cooper,
Adaptation
ACTRESS IN A LEAD
ING ROLE: Nicole Kid
man, The Hours
ACTRESS IN A SUP
PORTING ROLE: Cath
erine Zeta-Jones, Chicago
ANIMATED FEATURE
FILM: Spirited Away, Hayao
Miyazaki
ART DIRECTION: Chi
cago, John Myhre (Art Di
rection); Gordon Sim (Set
Decoration)
CINEMATOGRAPHY:
Road to Perdition, Conrad
L. Hall
COSTUME
DESIGN:
Chicago, Colleen Atwood
DIRECTING: The Pianist,
Roman Polanski
DOCUMENTARY FEA
TURE: Bowling for Colum
bine, Michael Moore and

Michael Donovan
DOCUMENTARY
SHORT SUBJECT: Twin
Towers, Bill Guttentag and
Robert David Port
FILM EDITING: Chicago,
Martin Walsh
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FILM: Nowhere in Africa,
Germany, Directed by Car
oline Link
MAKEUP: Prida, John
Jackson and Beatrice De
Alba
MUSIC (SCORE): Prida,
Elliot Goldenthal
MUSIC (SONG): 8 Mile,
'Lose Yourself' Music by
Eminem, Jeff Bass and Luis
Resto; lyrics by Eminem
BEST PICTURE: Chicago,
Martin Richards
SHORT FILM (ANI
MATED): The Chubbchubbs,
Eric Armstrong
SHORT FILM (LIVE
ACTION): This Charming
Man (Derren Yndig Mand),

OSCARS see page 14
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W-A-R spells inspiration for music artists
By Sarah Nokaji

Rock in Rush Hour.
Most of the 70's music is
Staff Writer
based on anti-war protesting
Life as we know it has like Credence Clearwater.
Now, we are again at war,
changed drastically in the
and
many music artists are
last few weeks. There are
using
the war as inspiration.
many growing opinions and
All
types
of musical genres
fears that are brought on by
are
taking
a part of this. One
war. It is not surprising that
popular
country
song, with
these feelings are spoken by
lots
of
airtime
is,
Have You
all, through events like peace
Forgotten?
by
Darryl
Worley.
marches to debates over
This
song
is
pro-war,
asking
lunch.
the
public:
Have
you
forgot
Another very noticeable
way to tell your opinion ten what happened on Sept.
about the war is through 11? Lyrics like "Some say this
music. When there is war country's just out looking
there will be music written for a fight. After 9/11 man
I'd have to say that's right"
about it.
and
"To see your homeland
It is interesting to hear
under
fire, and her people
the old songs that are being
blown
away?
Have you
played more often and the
forgotten
when
those
towers
new ones create each day.
fell?
We
had
neighbors
still
There are some for war, oth
inside
going
through
a
living
ers go against it, and there
are some that just tell about hell." This song sends a very
strong reminder.
it.
Another country song,
Many of us have heard
anti-war songs, most of them titled Traveling Soldier by the
dating back to the Vietnam Dixie Chicks is a neutral war
War. The most common one song. Telling the story about
is probably, WAR, what is it a soldier that writes letters
good for? Absolutely nothing! to a waitress that he met the
(recently made famous again day he shipped out, however
by Jackie Chan and Chris the soldier dies at the end of

the song.
Some older songs,
such as the many ver
sions of Proud to be an
American, are getting
more airtime now that
we are at war.
Also, MTV and other
music TV stations are
playing old songs with
new music videos fea
turing images of the war
and Sept. 11.
Some songs are writ
ten not for or against
the war, just for peace on
Earth. U2 did a collabo
ration song with many
artists from all music
genres, asking for peace
on Earth and an end to
racism and discrimina
tion.
When
something
traumatizing happens,
people will voice their
opinions. Music is a way
for artists to express how
they feel and the public
to relate to them. The
public can align them Anti-war protests are being held in San Francisco as one way of express
selves according to the ing one's opinion about the war with Iraq.
rethought, and remade. In the stories, but more imporsongs they agree with.
In conclusion, war in- the end lets hope that these tantly help heal,
spires music to be written, songs spread opinions, tell

Catch your favorite band^ in concerts before it\i too late
Coldplay:
May 30 at the Shoreline Amphitheatre,
Mountain View, CA
May 31 at the Hollywood Bowl, Los Ange
les, CA
June 3 at the Cox Arena at Aztec Bowl, San
Diego, CA
oou^iisr
Associated Press

Coldplay concert at the Shoreline Amplitheater.

By Michelle Arriqhi
A&E Editor

3l

As the days get warmer the opportunity to
go see an awesome concert grows. Radio sta
tions are planning great summer concert tours
so it is time to look up dates and buy your
tickets. Stockton certainly will not be hosting
any of these cool events, that's for sure. There
are some concerts that will fall before this
school year ends but others will be during the
summer break. I have included the dates for
any concert in California; sorry, for those who
are from out of state, you'll need to look up
other tour dates on ticketmaster.com.

Justified and Stripped:
June 6 at the Oakland Arena, Oakland, CA
June Mat the HP Pavilion, San Jose, CA
June 16 at Staples Center, Los Angeles, CA
Avril Lavigne:
May 1 at the Long Beach Coliseum, Long
Beach, CA

Pearl Jam:
June 6 at the Shoreline Amphitheatre,
Mountain View, CA
The White Stripes:
April 28 & 29 at the Warfield, San Francisco,
CA (Sold Out)
Sum 41:
April 19 at the Warf®d, San Francisco, CA
Trapt:
April 2 at The Edge Nightclub, Palo Alto,
CA
Bad Religion:
April 7 at The Edge Nightclub, Palo Alto,
CA

New Found Glory & Good Charlotte:
May 31 at the San Jose State Event Center
Foo Fighters:
Arena, San Jose, CA
April 11 at the Henry J Kaiser Arena, Oak
June 4 at the Bren Center, Irvine, CA
land, CA
June 5at the County Bowl, Santa Barbara,
CA
Tori Amos:
_
June 7at the Universal Amphitheatre, Los
April 11 & 12 at me San Jose Center for the
Angeles, CA
Performing Arts, San Jose, CA
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phes. It might even result in (get
this) a complete planetary col
lapse. The only hope is a group of
"terranauts," led by a geophysics
professor (Aaron Eckhart), and
their experimental deep-Earth
ship, piloted by Hilary Swank.

Head of State

gate the bizarre disappearance of
an Army drill instructor (Samuel
L. Jackson) and several of his elite
commandos during what was
to be a routine training exercise.
The agent finds trouble around
every turn and is at odds with the
Army's own investigating officer
(Connie Nielsen).

Chris Rock makes his directo
rial debut (he also co-wrote the
To Be Released on DVD/VHS
screenplay) and stars as Mays
Gilliam, a local Washington,
Abandon
Katie (Katie Holmes), a college
movies.com D.C. alderman, who's picked by
the Democratic party to run for senior at a prestigious university,
The scientists in The Core get ready to
president when their candidate remains haunted by the disappear
travel deep into the center of the earth.
dies unexpectedly during the ance of her ex-boyfriend (Charlie
Courtesy of movies.com
campaign. As Mays warms to Hunnam), who vanished during
the idea, he chooses his clueless her freshman year. Her visions of
brother (Bernie Mac) to be his run him, as well as those of someone
To Be Released Tomorrow:
ning mate, while his ex-girlfriend else, who mysteriously went miss
(Robin Givens) wants him back, ing, make her a suspect. Benjamin
The Core
For inexplicable reasons, the with eyes on becoming the first Bratt plays a detective and recov
ering alcoholic who struggles to
Earth's core has stopped spinning, lady.
remain sober, all the while inves
which throws the world's electro
Basic
tigating the increasingly strange
magnetic field all out of whack,
The latest assignment of a DEA case.
leading to massive global catastro
agent (John Travolta) is to investi

P i q n a t u r e Theatres
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8~"""
5262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS (3/28-4/03) FOR ALL
EAK PREVIEW ON SAT
•AT A GIRL WANTS- PG
r ONLY: 7:05 PM
CORE - PG-13 "NO PASS
< H_Y: (1 10, 4:05) 7:00, 10:05
"€AD OF STATE- PG-13 "NO PASSES"
~ -SUN: (11:00. 1:15, 3m 5:45)8:00. 10:15
MON-THURS: (1:15, 3:30. 5:45) 8:00. 10 15

I

BASIC - R "NO PASSES"
- -SUN: (10:45. 1:00, 3:15. 5:30) 7:45, 10:00
UON-THURS (1:00. 3:15. 5:30) 7:45, 10:00
3REAMCATCHER -R "NO PASSES"
4:00) 7:05, 10:10
SAT (12:55. 4:00) 10:10
SUN-THURS: (12:55. 4:00)7:05,10:10

=i= (12:55.

AGENT CODY BANKS - PGPRI-SUN: (11 40. 2:15.4:50) 720,9:40
».*DN-THURS: (2:15. 4:50) 7:20, 9:40
"HE HUNTED - R -SUN (11 '25. 2:00, 4:20) 7:25. 9:50
UCN-THURS: (2:00. 4:20) 7:25.9:50
SING DOWN THE HOUSE -PG-13
F= -SUN: (11:20, 1:45. 4:15)7:10. 9:45
MON-THURS: (1:45,4:15)7:10,9:45
~CHlCAGO-PG-13
, =!-SUN: (11:15. 1:50.4:35)7.15,9:55
MON-THURS (1:50. 4:35) 7:15, 9:55

i

FESTIVAL CINEMAS
5436 PACIFIC AVE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 951-2163
^I3_ET*S BIG MOVIE- G 'NO PASSES
spi-SUN: (11:25,125.3:25.5:25) 7:25
MON-THURS.
BOAT TRIP- R "NO PASSES'
FRPSAT: 9 40
/0V FROM THE TOP- PG13 'NOPASSES'
=Pi-3AT: (12:05,2:15.4:30) 7:00,10:10
SUN (12:05.2:15,4:30)725
VON-THURS (2:30,4:45) 7:25

Fusion of Hip-Hop & Rock
By Paul Giauere

with funk. The results have
never sounded so good. The
most popular band from this
Through time the music in new breed music has been
dustry has seen many styles The Roots.
fuse in and out of the main
The Roots gained much ac
pop music scene. These past claim from their 1999 album
few years the industry em Things Fall Apart. The Roots
phasis has hip-hop fusion.
gained more accord when
The movement has been they acted as the back up
best displayed with the fu band for non-other then Jaysion of hip-hop and rock, Z's recent MTV Unplugged
commonly referred to as rap- Album.
core. Bands like Korn, Limp
The latest band that has
Bizkit and Kid Rock flooded yet to rock the industry is
radio and music televi Felonious: ONELOVEHIsion markets at the end of the PHOR These guys have
millennium.
more of a defined West Coast
The hip-hop fusion move sound. The crew first started
ment has started to combine at the Pacific Conservatory in
Staff Writer

K

*Unique 1,2 &3
bedrooms

CLASSIPIEDS

t
*Ltwulry Facilities

* f A I T M E S I !
FRI-SAT (2:00) 720

"Park-like setting

5.-JN: 7:35
ytjN-THUBS: (2:15) 7:35
TEARS OF THE SUN- R
FR1-SAT: (11:15.4:40) 10:00
SUN: (11:15.4:40)
UON-THURS: (4:55)

SCHOOL- R
-ci-SAT (12:30,2:45.5:00) 7:30.9:45
- jN" (12:30,2:45.5:00) 7:40
VN-THURS: (2:55.5:10) 7:40

* Fireplaces
*Pool/Spa

X ~

Q U A 1L I\K E S

Best Value
Best Location

Grouse Run Apartments

Santa Monica, Ca in 1994.
In 1998, the group re
formed right outside the
Richmond District in San
Francisco. The band con
sists of 3 emcees, a keyboard
player, a drummer, a bassist,
and vocal percussionist. The
band's latest release The List
is dedicated in proving that
hip-hop fusion can be re-cre
ated with a live ensemble.
Spontaneity of freestyle vo
cals and beat box battles are
what give this band a distinct
almost "jazz-like" quality.
You can check out the next
Felonious show Wed Nov.
28 at the Beatbox in Oakland.
Tickets are $10-$15.

Acrylic Tips
Pedicures
Manicures
1849 Pacific Ave. •Stockton. CA 95204 • (209) 4604000

Hawaii only $129 one
way.
Mexico / Caribbean
$125 each way all taxes
included. Europe $234
one way. Other world
wide destinations cheap.
Book
tickets
on-line
www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000

Wayo dumb
guyo are
repar'uig
or terrorist
attack o
Courtesy of abc.com

10. Wearing spe
cial "anti-ter
ror" hat
9. Adding seat
belts to chairs
8. Wearing same
cologne as
Tom Ridge
7. Building a tol
erance to radia
tion by standing
near the
microwave

6. Interrogating
pets
5. Watching

Lethal Weapon
movies
4. Stocking up
on Turns
3. Getting vac
cinated for small
and large pox
2. Creating elab
orate color-code
systems to alert
citizens to threat
levels
/. Taping a duck
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Ensemble 20/21

Conservatory Performance
Kate

Contributed by Robert Coburn

His music has been per
formed in several European,
Australian, and North and
South American cities.
Robert Coburn is the di
rector of the Conservatory
Computer Studio for Music
Composition and his works
will also be preformed at the
Ensemble. Coburn says that
the pieces are inspired after a
trip to Japan in 2001. "They
[the musical ensembles]
draw on the manipulation
of field recordings of sounds
made in Japan and unique
computer generated sound
material, in combination
with more traditional musi
cal media," said Coburn.
The musical ensemble will
begin at 7:30 p.m. at Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. The
concert is free for Pacific stu
dents who bring their student
ID. To the public the cost is $6
general admission and $4 for
students and seniors. For
more information you can
contact Robert Coburn (209)
946-2186.

On Friday March 28, Pa
m*
cific's Conservatory of Music
t ^
will present Ensemble 20/21.
The performance will include
works by Francois Rose and
Robert Coburn. This event
will bring together some of
Pacific's own student talent.
Conservatory artists John
By Lindsay Santos
DeHaan, tenor; Teresa Ling,
Staff Writer
violin; Patricia Shands, clari
Being Goldie Hawn's net; Nina Flyer, cello; Nicolas
daughter, Kate Hudson Waldbogel, conductor and
bears more than a passing Robert Coburn. Guest art
resemblance to her famous ists also include Philip Gelb,
mother in both looks and shakuhachi; Emma Moon,
flute and Brian Kendrick on
onscreen activity.
Hudson made her big percussion.
Canadian born Francois
screen debut in 1998. She
first earned notice for her Rose studied composition at
work in 200 Cigarettes McGill University in Mon
(1999). Although the film treal with Bruce Mather,
proved to be a substantia Bruce Pennycook and John
critical and commercia Rea. From 1989 to 1991, as a
disappointment, Hudson's recipient of a Canada Coun
performance was singlec cil grant, he studied compo
out for some of the skimpy sition and orchestration with
praise the film did receive. Gerard Grisey in Paris as
The following year, she well as computer music with
starred opposite up-and- Tristan Murail at IRCAM.
comer Joshua Jackson in
April I 0-1 4, 2003
Gossip, a drama centerec
on the disastrous side ef
fects of rumors spreading
The Brubeck Festival
through out a college cam
is a celebration of indusiyity,
pus. If critical recognition
reflecting the music and social
had eluded her in the past,
values of legendary pianist Dave
it certainly caught-up with
Brubeck. It bridges musical
her at the 2000 Golden Globe
boundaries to present Brubeck's
Awards, where she took
work in diverse settings, from
home the Best Support
symphonic and choral
ing Actress award for her
performance in Cameron
pieces to chamber music,
Crowe's, Almost Famous.
small-group, and big-band jazz.
Hudson emerged from
Presenting partners
a whirlwind schedule of
featuring
fashion shoots and award
UNIVERSITY OF THE
shows to appear in the
Dave Brubeck
romantic/war
drama
Chris Brubeck
The Four Feathers in 2002.
• Pacific Conservatory of Music
Christian McBride
Though The Four Feathers
• Stockton Symphony
Stockton Symphony
»Brubeck Institute
was quickly and carelessly
• City of Stockton
relegated to box-office ob
Capital jazz Project
• Friends of Chamber Music
scurity, Hudson fired back
Turtle island
• Haggin Museum
with an almost surefire
String Quartet
» Stockton Chorale
hit when she starred op
Brubeck
institute
posite quirky heartthrob
Ticket info at
jazz Quintet
Matthew
McConaughey
www.brubeckinstitute.org
and many more!
or call 209-946-3113
in the romantic comedy
I How to Lose a Guy in 10
Chase
' Days (2003). Sure enough,
KVIEA KcVortl
Chevrolet
# feu «»*
Hudson's new fame and
mn.mr J>*tf Aikmtlf itn
drive for success is ready
to surpass her mother's
8rubeak fatjtal 2003 is made passible bp (fw gent/am support of
golden days.
Ocmd & EtoxPeth Rea, Ross & Ataayo 8e»%, and Ralphs. Coife Gu«.

PACIFIC

By Poula Krueqer

Staff Writer

As the war in Iraq began
last week, the Academy
Awards on Sunday estab
lished more security pre
cautions.
Surrounding the Kodak
Theatre in Hollywood,
where the award ceremo
ny took place, attendees
experienced more . street
closures, metal detectors,
and bodyguards. The Los
Angeles police were mostly
in charge of enforcing secu
rity. Police officers stationed
a SWAT team and officers
from the Homeland Securi
ty Bureau on the perimeter
of the theatre and nearby lo
cations. Additionally, police
officers organized represen
tatives from the local fire
department, the California
Highway Patrol and the
Department of Transporta
tion. The Academy Awards,
though, not always had this
level of security.
"It's routine now. Though
not historically. We'll main
tain a presence for intel
ligence purposes. There's
just not much more we
can say," said FBI spokes
woman Laura Bosley to the
Hollywood Reporter.
The Academy itself estab
lished its own security pre
cautions. They hired Napco
Security systems in order
to install high-tech Trilogy
access-control locks, which
limited entrance to the
Kodak Theatre. Each door
had a distinct lock with a
specific PIN number. These
PIN numbers, though, were
different for each lock,
ensuring the safety of the
theatre's occupants.

Fans also had a harder
time gaining access to the
theatre. Usually, they were
able to camp out at the
bleachers to see their fa
vorite actors and actresses.
However, even this was
changed. By Feb. 11, fans
who wanted to sit at these
bleachers had to send in a
written application to the
Academy and a drawing
was conducted to decide
who would be allowed on
the bleachers. Out of 4,000
applicants, 500 people were
chosen. Once chosen, these
individuals were only able
to sit in the bleachers on
the morning of the award
ceremony and still had to
pass a security background
check.
The last security measure
of the Academy Awards
was the shortening of
the red carpet ceremony.
"Keeping in mind the
world situation, the Acad
emy has elected to prepare
a more sober pre-show
and a scaled-back arrival
sequence. The traditional
splashy red carpet arrivals
line will be truncated," said
Oscar-cast producer Gil
Cates in a press conference.
Despite the war in Iraq,
Hollywood's biggest award
show did not disappoint its
American fans. As the say
ing goes, "The show must
g°"

OSCARS from paae 11
Martin Strange-Hansen and
Mie Andreasen
SOUND: Chicago, Michael
Minkler, Dominick Tavella
and David Lee
SOUND EDITING: The
Lord of the Rings: The Two
Towers, Ethan Van der Ryn
and Michael Hopkins
VISUAL EFFECTS: The
Lord of the Rings: The Two
Towers, Jim Rygiel, Joe Let-

teri, Randall William Cook
and Alex Funke
WRITING
(ADAPTED
SCREENPLAY): The Pianist,
Screenplay by Ronald Harwood
WRITING
(ORIGINAL
SCREENPLAY): Talk to Her,
Written by Pedro Almodovar
HONORARY
AWARD:
Peter O'Toole
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Horoscopes

V * ®

March 27-A^n(

ARIES

(Mar. 21-April 20)
Your ability to deal with others will help you
accomplish your goals. Have a heart-to-heart talk
with family and find out what the problems are.

TAURUS

(April 21-May 21)
Your high energy, original ideas and excellent
memory will aid your accomplishments. Re
wards for past good deeds will be yours.

GEMINI

(May 22-June 21)
Be sure to question any detail that you feel
could leave you in a precarious position at a later
date. Be prepared to jump quickly if you wish to
stay in the forefront of your industry this week.

CANCER

8

*

b

SAGITTARIUS

(July 23-Aug 22)
(Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
You can get ahead if you play your cards right.
Be careful not to get involved in other people's
Romantic opportunities will be plentiful if you personal affairs. New romantic partners may at
go out with friends. You will get great satisfac tend a function that puts you in the limelight.
tion from your efforts.

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
(Aug. 23-Sept. 23)
You will have the discipline to make changes
Find out if your friends have other commit you feel are necessary. You will find your vitality
ments, so plans will not be ruined. Get more in is lowered. Arguments could prevail.
volved in group efforts at work. Do not let your
health be ruined because of abuse.

AQUARIUS

Can. 21-Feb. 19)
Voice your opinions and contribute to the de
LIBRA
(Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
bate. Do not make any rash decisions that may
Use your better judgment before you sign up affect friendships. Use your charm, but do not be
for a costly venture. Your mate will enjoy helping phony.
out. Much knowledge can be obtained through
the experiences you have.

PISCES

SCORPIO

0une 22-July 22)
Stand up and propose your ideas and you will
be surprised how many people will follow you.
You will meet a person who may turn out to be
more than just a friend.

%

J

LEO

Courtesy of ostroloav-online.com

g
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(Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
New emotional connections can be made
through business contacts. You must avoid gos
sip and focus on what you have to do.

CAREER RESOURCE

(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Things at home may be somewhat rocky. Limi
tation could set in if you have been spending too
much. Money can be made if your are willing to
take a chance.

CENTER

DIVISION OF STUDENT LIFE

Career Faire
Date: April 8, 2003
Time: 11:30am until 4:30pm

Locations of the Event:
Eberhardt School of Business
Wendall Phillips Center

For further information contact
the Career Resource Center
located in Hand Hall or call
209.946.2361

All Students and Pacific Alumni invited
to attend. Bring several copies of your
resume. Business casual attire
recommended

The Pacifican
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The week
in review
Men's Volleyball
By Tanva Silva
Staff Writer

On Saturday, March 22,
Pacific's Men's Volleyball
lost in a close four-game
match (28-30, 22-30, 30-27,
25-30) to No. 2 Hawaii. The
game was delayed in the
third set due to a power out
age at the Stan Sheriff Center
at the University of Hawaii.
As the game was postponed
for 23 minutes, the Tigers
gathered for a mini dance
contest which featured dance
moves by head coach, Joe
Wortmann. With this mo
tivation, the lights were re
stored and so were the Tigers
as they scored the next three
points pulling them into the
lead and giving them the win
in the third game. "That's
what a coach needs to do,"
Wortmann said. "Whatever
it takes to get your team mo
tivated and loose and play
ing well."
Although this did not
prove well in the end, Sopho
more Brian Zodrow led the
Tigers in double digit kills
(16). This not only set a
career high but also a team
high in number of kills. Se
niors Martin Berntsen and
Sean Rodgers also hit in
double digit kills, 15 and 10
respectively. Sophomore Nils
Dauburs had 10 kills and
led the team in 5 aces and
6 blocks. The loss puts the
Tigers at 14-10 overall and 87 in Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation competition.
Come watch as the Tigers
play No. 1 Pepperdine at
Alex G. Spanos Center Fri
day, March 28 at 7 p.m.

Baseball

Despite scoring four runs
in the bottom of the ninth
to send the game to extra in
nings, the Pacific Tigers base
ball team dropped to 17-10
on the season as they fell 10-8
to Dartmouth in 13 innings
on Thursday, Mar. 20. With
the win the Big Green move
to 4-4 on the season.
Trailing 8-4 in the bottom
of the ninth, junior Nick La-

Mattina led off with a single
to left. Senior Josh Snook
then doubled home LaMattina to make it an 8-5 game.
A ground out and a sacrifice
fly brought Snook in to make
it 8-6 with two outs in the in
ning.
Senior Cory Lake kept the
rally going as he walked, then
junior Eric Elliott came in to
pinch run. Sophomore Jesse
Kovacs also walked, then
sophomore Nicholas Sekiya
was hit by a pitch to load the
bases for junior Evan Bishop
Bishop hit a towering pop-up
that was mishandled by the
Dartmouth second baseman
to bring in Elliott and Kovacs
and tie the game.
The comeback, however,
went for not in the thirteenth
inning as Dartmouth's Scott
Shirrell capped a 6-7 day at
the plate with a solo blast to
left field. The Big Green also
added an insurance run on
back-to-back singles and a
double steal.
The Tigers best chance to
win the game came in the
eleventh as Pacific loaded
the bases with one out but
were unable to push across
the game winning run as
junior Octavio Amezquita
struck out for the second out
of the inning and LaMattina
popped up to first base to
end the threat.
The Tigers were held
scoreless in through the first
five innings, but scored two
in the sixth and two in the
seventh to set up their come
back attempt.
Junior Jason Godkin (suf
fered the loss (3-2) as he al
lowed two runs on four hits
in 2.2 innings. Dartmouth's
Brian Gattis (1-0) collected
the win as he pitched the
final two innings for the Big
Green.
Snook led the Tigers at the
plate as he finished 3-5 with
two runs scored and two
RBI's.

Men's Basketball

Two Pacific men's basket
ball players were recognized
for their athletic achieve
ment, by earning All-Big

West Confer
ence honors.
Senior
De
metrius Jack
son earned
Second Team
honors, while
freshman
Christian
Ma ra ker
earned AllFreshman
team honors.
It is the sec
ond
honor
for Jackson,
while Maraker earns a
postseason
award for the
first time.
Jackson
leads
the Men's volleyball found no lock as they lost to the second ranked team in the nation.
Tigers
in
scoring with
take over our cross country
14.1 points per game, and is the 1999-2000 season.
program," said King. "His
eighth in the Big West. He
background
in distance run
is sixth in the conference in Women's Track
ning
will
compliment
the
assists per game (3.15), sev
Pacific Director of Ath
program
very
well."
enth in assist/turnover ratio letics Lynn King has an
(1.00), eighth in free throw nounced the hiring of Tim
Pacific's 200 medley re
percentage (.820) and eighth Teeter as women's cross
lay
team of Sarah Marshall,
in three-point field goals per country coach. Teeter has
game. Jackson has led the Ti 15 years of running experi
SWIMMING from paae 20
gers in scoring 10 times, and ence and has participated
Heidi Schmidt, Catalano and
has scored in double figures in several marathons and
Robin Errecart finished 15th
19 times. It is the third con triathlons. He is also a as
in the consolation finals at 1:
ference accolade for Jackson sistant coach for the Pacific
41.39 and earned All-Ameri
this year, after being named men's and women's swim
ca status.
Big West Player of the Week ming teams, helping both
Errecart finished 32nd in
twice during the regular sea Tiger teams to the Big West
son (Jan. 6 and Feb. 3).
the 200 freestyle prelims in
Conference championship
1:49.11, and former Lincoln
Maraker is second on the this season. Originally from
High swimmer Lindsey
team in scoring with 11.7 Charles City, Iowa, Tim
Smart of UCLA was 41st in
points per game, but has graduated from Iowa State
1:49.98. Smart also swam on
been slowed by injuries in in 1995 with a bachelor's
the second half of the season. degree in liberal studies. He UCLA's 800 free relay team,
He leads the Tigers with 6.2 was a four-year letter winner which finished ninth.
rebounds per game, and is for the Cyclones, earning
Also, Schmidt was 29th in
sixth in the Big West. Chris Academic All-Big Eight
the 100 breaststroke prelims
tian is fourth in the league in honors as a swimmer. Teeter in 1:03.51, and in the 100
offensive rebounds (2.39) and received his juris doctor
backstroke, Lindsay Dalonzo,
ninth with a .460 field goal ate degree from Creighton
formerly of Lincoln and now
percentage. He was named University in 1998.
of UC Santa Barbara, tied for
Big West Player of the Week
"I am excited about the 21st in the 100 backstroke in
twice (Dec. 16 and Dec. 30), opportunity to broaden my 54.90, Kris Willey was 34th in
only the second freshman role with the Pacific Tiger 56.00, and Marshall was 49th
to earn the honor twice in family," said Teeter. "The in 57.65.
one season. Maraker has led athletes in the cross country
Congratulations to the
the Tigers in scoring seven program are excited about women's swim team for an
times, in rebounding eight improving and we are look outstanding national perfor
times and has three double- ing to improve the depth of mance.
doubles on the season. He our squad. The 2003 season
is the first Tiger to earn All- looks to be an exciting one
Freshman honors since Tom for Pacific."
Cockle earned the award in
"We're happy for Tim to

SPORTS
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Pacific club rugby team
ends challening season
* Chris Yogi

•uest Writer

The Pacific club rugby
;uad has definitely made
a impact in the short time
tey have been on campus,
hroughout the season vic">ries were hard to come by,
ut these athletes still accomhshed many of their goals
- they started a strong and
.sting rugby program here
t Pacific.
In this pursuit, the Pacific
ngby team ended their sea
son at home with a respectmle 27-10 loss to University
: San Fransisco on Zuckeran Field.
Leading the way for the Ti
mers was Ben Cogswell who
recorded a try which is worth
5 points.
Lending a helping hand
ffensively was senior Mitch
Uasotti who scored a field
goal worth 3 points and a
extra point which is worth 2
points.
Other notable players
were Josh Kawahara who
| plays hooker position, in
charge of the scrum and
Chris Flachmann who plays
lock position. Both kept the

team motivated and focused
throughout the match and
the season.
Performance wise, the
team showed new fresh tal
ent from many new players
to make this an intense sea
son. "We performed 375%
better than last season," said
Jordan Geiman.
After a long, fun-filled
season, the members of the
rugby team believe that
they have paved the way
for the future success of the
program. In reflection, the
players admit that their have
been major improvements to
the team just by watching the
time and effort put into each
game and practice.
The team expanded their
rugby knowledge thanks
to Coach Jeff Geiman who
carried the team to a higher,
more competitive playing
level.
Captain Andrew Trapani
said, "We definitely played
better and had more confi
dence in ourselves and our
team mates."
After a season full of
promise, the certainly be
comes a learning experience
for future season for this

young team.
Senior Stephanie Segien
said, "It's not easy to start
something brand new on
this campus, especially a
club sports team, but these
guys did a great job starting
from scratch and remaining
competitive throughout the
entire season."
Many fans in the crowd
were impressed by the size
of the team and new skills
they demonstrated.
The Tigers end this season
with more confidence and
high aspirations for the fu
ture of Pacific rugby. When
asked what's to be expected
next year Captain Andrew
Trapani responded, "Were
looking to take an even big
ger step than we took this
year and push ourselves to
the extreme limits."
The Tiger rugby team is
definitely expanding to new
heights. If your interested in
playing contact Andrew Tra
pani at (408) 674- 0496 or at
atrapl@aol.com Congratu
lations to the Pacific rugby
players this season and keep
up the intensity!

Photo by Chris Yogi

The men s rugby team conclude their season with an intense match
with USF.

Summer Sessions *03
Need A General Education
Requirement Area LA?
PSYC 66. Human Sexuality

4 units (Online in Summer II) Counts toward GE l-A

ON-LINE ON-LINE ON-LINE
BIOL
PTHR
SPTS
SPED
CURR
FREN

128
Animal Histology
235
Diagnostic Imaging
135
Sports Nutrition
193/293 Special Projects: Autism
261
Microcomputers in Education
116
Literature Frangaise B

4 units (SSI)
2 units (SSI!)
3 units (SSI!)
3 units (SSI1)
3 units (SSIII)
4 units (SSIIt)

pick up a Summer Sessions '03 catalog at the Registrar's Office or the Bums Tower Lobby.

Photo by Chris Yagi

Captain Andrew Trapani leads by example as he clobbers the com
petition for Pacific.

PtMilOQM T1TTOOS
V

& Body Piercings

Low Prices

*v

Barbell $10

464-7335
2714 Country Club Blvd. #F Stockton, CA 95204
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SF 49ers: Will they stay or will they go?
By Stephanie Seqien

Along with the financial
situation, 49ers are also unhappy about the condition
There is little doubt that
of Zuckerman Field, where
Pacific and most of the Stock
they hold practice every
ton community wants the
day. They are also displeased
San Fransisco 49ers profes
with housing facilities as
sional football team to return
they are certainly a far cry
to Pacific for summer train
from the usual five-star
ing camp, but it still remains
hotel. Fley, even the 49ers
unclear if the Niners wish to
have problems with housing!
"
Hopefully the Niners
will remember to reg
ister parties or there
will be hell to pay at
10:30 p.m.
Included in the
terms of the 10-year
contract,
Pacific
promised the 49ers a
new athletic facility
and upgraded Stagg
Memorial Stadium.
And here I thought
that Baun Fitness
Center was getting a
facelift to benefit the
students, but perhaps
it is being recon
structed to keep the
,
Photo by Brett Barrie Niners in town.
The Niners hope to stay, but only when Pacific is done building a 33,000On a positive note,
square foot, all-inclusive athletic facility for their personal use over the summer.
having the 49ers
practice on our fields
return to the All-American up the difference. Ultimately,
and
live
in our dorms has
citythis is why the Gold Rush provided a reported a $5 mil
For Pacific, the 49ers price may be relocating to a new
lion economic impact on local
tag is a bit larger than school summer home in Santa
businesses
each of the first
officials previously antici- Clara.

Sports Editor

pated. The truth is that when
Pacific signed the 10-year
deal with the 49ers beginning
with the 1998 camp, officials
miscalculated what it would
cost to feed a football team in
training for a month.
After the first year, the
49ers reimbursed the school
for the loss. Since then, the
49ers have refused to make

Photo by Brett Barrie

The San Francisco 49ers have brought new life to Stockton as they
have held their summer training camp at Pacific since 1998.

two summers and $2 million
impact in the last three. Unfortunately Pacific is unable
to cash in as the school loses
$80,000 to $100,000 a year
that the Niners are in town.
The future of the summer
home of the 49ers rests in Pa
cific hands, but still the like
lihood of the football team
staying in Stockton remains
at 50-50 odds.
"We're working with the

49ers on camp details," athletic director Lynn King said,
a statement which took much
thought.
It still remains unclear
whether the 49ers will return
to Stockton or relocate to
Santa Clara, but what is cer
tain is that Pacific is bending
over backwards to keep the
Niners in town. An official
decision should be reported
in the upcoming month.

2003 Women's Volleyball Spring Schedule
March 29, 2003 Alumni Match 3 p.m.
April 12, 2003 at Bakersfield Tourney: Stanford, Texas,
Arizona, Santa Clara, Cal State North ridge, New Mexico,
Fresno Pacific, Cal State Bakersfield, Pacific
April 19, 2003 Hosting:
Davis, Fresno Pacific 9 a.m.-Noon
April 26, 2003 at Santa Clara: Sacramento State,
Pacific, Santa Clara
Check out these former Pocific volleyboll players this Saturday in Spanas Center for the Annual Alumni match!
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March madness of a whole different kind
By Stephanie Seqien
Sports Editor

In winter college athletics,
March is the month that you
must be playing at your best.
All the running, condition
ing, weight lifting and prac
tice has all amounted to this
month and ultimately your
performance.
I know that sports fans
all over the country have
been closely monitoring the
NCAA Basketball Tourna
ment, but here at Pacific, we
have a little 'March Madness'
of our own going on.
Nobody needs to tell the
men's tennis team what

time of year it is. During the
month of March, the men's
tennis team has come into an
athletic grove, and has been
playing some quality tennis
against worthy opponents
such as Washington, BYU,
Virginia and UC Irvine.
The team has an impres
sive record of 11-5 and even
more notable 5-3 in the past
month including wins over
Nevada, Cal Poly, Northern
Arizona, UC Riverside and
UC Irvine. This weekend the
team has two very winnable
matches ahead against St.
Mary's and San Fransisco.
The men's tennis team
includes freshmen Tyler

Black, Stephen Conching,
Lennart Maack, Arnar
Sigurdsson and Garrett
Wyatt; sophomore Niclas
Otte; juniors Michael Du
ong, Jason Hall, Wes Hall;
and finally seniors Vincent
Kubler and Maxime Lacroix.
The men's tennis team
is hotter than ever while
closing out the month of
March.
Go out to the tennis
courts this Saturday at
lp.m. to support the ten
nis team as they take on St.
Mary's. Keep up the good
work Tigers.

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Name: Lennart Maack
Class: Freshman
Hometown: Doverden. Germany

Intramural referees
travel to Arizona
By Stephanie Seqien

Sports Editor

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Name: Arnar Sigurdsson
Class: Freshman
Hometown: Kopavogur, Iceland

Photo by Stephen Eakin

Name: Garrett Wyatt
Class: Freshman
Hometown: Saratoga, Calif.

Two intramural referees have been selected by
Intramural Director Dave Hall to represent Pacific at
the University of Arizona at the Regional Intramural
Basketball Tournament. Today March 27, 2003 Baldomero San Pedro and Bradley Bland are attending
the tournament on behalf of Pacific. They will join
18 other officials selected from Texas, Washington,
Arizona and Nebraska.
Over the course of the three-day tournament, they
will referee seven games in hopes of being chosen
as one of the three best officials who are sent to the
Championships in Athens, Georgia. Check out the
story about their trip to Arizona in the next edition
of the Pacifican. Best of luck to Baldo and Brad.
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504 NORTH BANK COURT • STOCKTON. CA 95207
209-477-6037 • FAX 209-477-1052

Renovation Celebration
NOW LEASING
Affordable 2 Bedroom Apartment Homes
•2 Swimming Pools
• Fireplace Units Available
•Washer + Dryer hookups
•Walking distance to I OP and Delta

SPECTACULAR MOVE-IN SPECIALS
Please call or stop in, 477-6037

Apply for
the Sports
Editor posi
tion at The
Pacifican
'Pick up an
application
at our office
located in
the South/
West
courtyard.
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Today, Mar. 27

Women's Tennis vs. Santa Clara—2 p.m.
Friday, Mar. 28

Baseball vs. Sacramento St.—3 p.m.
Women's Waterpolo vs. San Jose St.—4 p.m.

SPORTS

Men's Volleyball vs. Pepperdine—7 p.m.
Saturday, Mar. 29

Men's Tennis vs. St. Mary's—1 p.m.
Women's Volleyball Alumnae Match—3 p.m.
Men's Volleyball vs. USC—7 p.m.

ALOHA: Softball wins invitational in Hawaii
drive by sophomore Ashlie
D'Errico to bring in sopho
more Michelle Anunciation
to win the close game 4-3.
The Tigers only gained
momentum in the second
game of the day against Il
linois-Chicago as they 8-run
mercy ruled them in five in
nings 12-1. Pacific exploded
offensively against IllinoisChicago, striking for three
runs in the second, four in
the fourth, and five in the
fifth.
Senior Barbara Moody
and senior Aloha Yamaguchi
Photo by Stephen Eakin
collected three hits apiece to
Junior Jennifer Dacre pitched a two-hitter over No. 16 Ohio State.
pace Pacific at the plate in the
By Krvstine Qnabonqnn
ment with Utah and Illinois- game. Yamaguchi went 3-for3 with two doubles, one run
Staff Writer
Chicago in attendance.
Bust out the Gatorade and scored, and three RBI's. Four
Batter up and up and up the orange peels because this other Tigers recorded two
again! That's how the Pa was a long day of softball hits each.
Then things got interesting
cific softball team must have for our ladies. They played
been feeling after completed back to back games, start as the softball team hit the
a long stretch of games this ing against Utah, which road, or the air, and headed to
past week. Starting all the stretched into an unantici Hawaii Invitational. I would
have a great weekend too if
way from last Tuesday, the pated nine-inning ordeal.
Tigers hosted a mini-tourna
The game ended with a I spent it in Hawaii. Hoping

that fatigue would not play
a factor, the team was sched
uled to play six matches in
a four day span. Little did
they know
what suc
cess lay
ahead.
The first
competi
Tigers 1
tion of the
Wisconsin 0
t o u r n a  Tigers win Hawaii
ment was Invitational in
against
10 innings.
host Ha-1
waii. The Tigers got on the
scoreboard first with a solo
home run by Ashlie D'Errico,
then in the fifth inning the Ti
gers got their groove on and
scored six more runs to take
the lead. Hawaii didn't have
a chance in this game.
Senior Barbara Moody hit a
milestone with her double in
the seventh inning, with that
she is tied for the Big West
Career record for doubles
with 58. The Tigers went on
to win in a 1-0 game against

Ohio State on Friday. Most of
the credit can be assigned to
Junior Jennifer Dacre as she
recorded a complete game
shutout allowing only two
hits on the day.
Pacific we back in action
on Saturday against Tokyo
and Wisconsin. They split
the day with a 0-11 loss in
an exhibition match versus
Tokyo and a 2-1 win versus
Wisconsin.
The final day of the tour
nament ended with the
Tigers taking the trophy in
a dramatic ten -inning cham
pionship game against Wis
consin. On Mar. 23 the tigers
won over Wisconsin with a
score of 1-0 in 10 innings.
The entire nine innings
were scoreless and in the top
of the tenth Kristen Allen hit
a fly ball out to sacrifice and
bring in Krystle Petersen to
score for the win. The Tigers
will spend this weekend
at Cal Poly for Conference
matches.

1 Swimmers splash in NCAA's
By Tqnva Silva

Staff Writer

Photo by Chris Yogi

The men's rugby team concluded their season
at home against University of San Francisco.
See story: page 18.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: Jennifer Dacre
Year: Junior
Sport: Softball
Dacre recorded her 14th career
shutout and was named the Most
Valuable Pitcher in the
Hawaii Invitational.

Sometimes you're just that
good. The women's team
dominated the Big West Tour
nament and then traveled to
Alabama to take on the best
swimmers in the country in
the NCAA Swimming and
Diving Championships.
On the first day of the
meets, four members of the
Pacific swim team garnered
All-America honors for their
performance in the 400 med
ley relay on Thursday, March
20. Junior Sarah Marshall,
sophomore Heidi Schmidt,
junior Shannon Catalano,
and junior Robin Errecart
earned the honors after lead
ing Pacific to its 14th place
finish in the consolation
finals.
The following day cer
tainly belonged to Catalano
who set a school record in the
100 butterfly Friday of the
NCAA Women's Swimming

Photo by Stuart Krenge

Heidi Schmidt, Sarah Marshall, Shannon Catalano and Robin Er
recart earned All- American honors.

and Diving Championships
in Auburn, Ala. — twice.
Catalano finished 11th in
the preliminaries with a time
of 53.46 seconds, and she
broke it again with a time
of 53.23 in the consolation
finals.

"The amazing thing about
the meet, she was sixth last
year in the same event but
swam almost half a second
slower," Coach Danny May
said. "It's a big difference. It's
a tremendously fast event."
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